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ABSTRACT 
New nuclear power reactor designs will likely require resistance to a variety of possible malevolent attacks, as well 
as traditional dynamic accident scenarios.  The design/analysis team may be faced with a broad range of phenomena 
including air and ground blasts, high-velocity penetrators or shaped charges, and vehicle or aircraft impacts.  With a host of 
software tools available to address these high-energy events, the analysis team must evaluate and select the software most 
appropriate for their particular set of problems.  The accuracy of the selected software should then be validated with respect 
to the phenomena governing the interaction of the threat and structure.  In this paper, we present a method for systematically 
comparing current high-energy physics codes for specific applications in new reactor design. 
Several hydro codes are available for the study of blast, impact, and other shock phenomena.  Historically, these 
packages were developed to study specific phenomena such as explosives performance, penetrator/target interaction, or 
accidental impacts.  As developers generalize the capabilities of their software, legacy biases and assumptions can remain 
that could affect the applicability of the code to other processes and phenomena.  R&D institutions generally adopt one or 
two software packages and use them almost exclusively, performing benchmarks on a single-problem basis.  At the Idaho 
National Laboratory (INL), new comparative information was desired to permit researchers to select the best code for a 
particular application by matching its characteristics to the physics, materials, and rate scale (or scales) representing the 
problem at hand.  A study was undertaken to investigate the comparative characteristics of a group of shock and high-strain 
rate physics codes including ABAQUS, LS-DYNA, CTH, ALEGRA, ALE-3D, and RADIOSS. 
A series of benchmark problems were identified to exercise the features and capabilities of the subject software.  To 
be useful, benchmark problems require several features.  They should be; 1) small, requiring reasonable computer resources, 
2) designed to engage a small set of physical phenomena, 3) independent of code formulation, 4) verifiable, either by closed-
form solution or experimental result, and 5) unlimited in distribution.  This paper presents the selection rationale and 
problems chosen for the benchmarking suite exhibiting the above features.  Detailed discussion of the benchmark study 
results will be presented in future reports.  
INTRODUCTION
The revived interest in nuclear reactor technology is spurring research into new processes and materials to meet 
aggressive performance goals.  Programs such as the Next Generation Nuclear Plant[1] and Global Nuclear Energy 
Partnership[2] are driving the development of new technologies to achieve higher levels of operational performance and 
safety than ever before.  At the same time the safety analyses of these new reactor systems will need to address a broad range 
of malevolent attacks and dynamic accidents.  Potential attackers have a wide variety of tools which they may direct at a 
high-visibility, high-consequence target such as a nuclear power facility, including vehicles, aircraft, high explosives, 
ballistic penetrators, explosively formed projectiles, and shaped charges. 
Solid dynamics/shock physics software (hydro codes) that simulate a subset of the possible attacks on various 
elements of the reactor plant system are likely to be employed in the design stages of next generation nuclear facilities.  
Given the plethora of such software currently available, the designers’ first hard problem will be to choose the best 
simulation software for the job.  A comparison of software qualities among the different software products would appear to 
be the most obvious method to select the best tool. 
A review of the literature indicates that no such comparisons exist.  While there are a multitude of reports involving 
the use of more than one simulation software product to simulate an event, the scope is too narrow both in application and 
software to address the design engineer’s question “which is best for my circumstance?” 
This INL project is in the first year of a 3-year effort to develop and implement a comparative study of a broad 
group of solid dynamics and shock physics simulation codes.  Our objectives are to develop a manageably small yet broadly 
representative benchmarking suite and apply it to a large fraction of the software available.  We will report on usability, 
suitability to the class of problem, computational efficiency, and accuracy.  In this paper, we discuss our method for selecting
a benchmarking problem suite, the problems that make up the suite, and some preliminary results from a subset of codes.  
Complete results of the benchmarking study will be published in the future. 
2SOFTWARE EMPLOYED 
A very brief overview of the shock and high-strain rate physics codes used (or to be used) in this study is provided 
in this section with information essentially extracted from various user and theory manuals.  This code group is not intended 
to be exhaustive and simply represents software accessible to the authors for reasons related to software license 
access/availability, code application expertise, and/or funding limits. 
ABAQUS[3] is a suite of  engineering simulation programs, based on the finite element method, that can solve 
problems ranging from relatively simple linear analyses to challenging nonlinear simulations.  Material models for simulation 
of engineering materials including metals, rubber, polymers, composites, reinforced concrete, crushable and resilient foams, 
and geotechnical materials (soils and rock) are available.  ABAQUS is a general-purpose tool that can be used to study 
structural as well as heat transfer, mass diffusion, thermal management, acoustics, and soil mechanics problems.  In most 
simulations, including highly nonlinear ones, the user need only provide the engineering data (structure geometry, material 
behavior, boundary conditions, applied loads) and ABAQUS automatically chooses appropriate load increments and 
convergence tolerances and continually adjusts these parameters during the analysis to ensure accurate solutions.  ABAQUS 
runs on a variety of desktop workstations and clusters.
LS-DYNA[4] is a general purpose finite element code for analyzing the large deformation dynamic response of 
structures including structures coupled to fluids.  The main solution methodology is based on explicit integration although an 
implicit solver is available with somewhat limited capabilities including structural analysis and heat transfer.  Contact-impact
algorithms allow difficult contact problems to be easily treated with heat transfer included across the contact interfaces.  
Spatial discretization is achieved by the use of rigid bodies and a large variety of element types and formulations.  
Specialized capabilities exist for automotive applications.  Adaptive re-meshing is available for shell elements.  LS-DYNA 
currently contains approximately one-hundred constitutive models and ten equations-of-state for material behavior.  LS-
DYNA is operational on a large number of mainframes, workstations, massively parallel processor (MPP) supercomputers, 
and personal computers.
CTH[5] is a multi-material, large deformation, strong shock wave, solid mechanics code for modeling complex 
multi-dimensional problems characterized by large deformations and/or strong shocks.  CTH has models for material strength 
(elastic and viscoplastic or rate-dependent), fracture, porous materials, and high explosive detonation and initiation. Three-
dimensional rectangular meshes; two-dimensional rectangular and cylindrical meshes; and one-dimensional rectilinear, 
cylindrical, and spherical meshes are available. CTH uses a two-step, second-order accurate Eulerian solution algorithm to 
solve the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations to reduce dispersion and dissipation and produce accurate, 
efficient results. CTH runs on most UNIX workstations, MPP supercomputers, and Intel Windows NT workstations. 
ALEGRA[6] is an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) multi-material finite element code that is used for modeling 
solid dynamics problems involving large distortion or deformation and strong shock physics/shock propagation.  ALEGRA 
contains elements of CTH in an effort to combine the features of Eulerian shock codes with the improved numerical accuracy 
of Lagrangian finite element codes.  This capability permits a calculation to proceed in Lagrangian fashion until portions of 
the finite element mesh become too distorted, at which time the nodal points in the most deformed portion of the mesh are 
moved to reduce the distortion to acceptable levels thereby avoiding numerical dissipation.  In addition to mesh smoothing, 
the ALEGRA remesh algorithm can also move nodes to better resolve mesh regions with specific values of selected variables 
or their gradients.  ALEGRA runs on MPP computers using domain decomposition to take advantage of large memory and 
processor speed attributes for analyzing large, 3D problems. 
ALE 3D[7] is an arbitrary-Lagrange-Eulerian, finite element code that treats fluid and elastic-plastic response of 
materials on an unstructured grid.  While the code was ‘born 3D’, recently much of the functionality has been converted to 
2D plane strain and axisymmetric geometries. The most mature physics components of the code are explicit and implicit 
continuum-mechanics, thermal diffusion, and chemistry.  Incompressible flow, multiphase flow, and magneto-hydrodynamic 
models also exist.  All components of the code participate in advection (mesh modification to alleviate tangling or to preserve
an Eulerian grid) and all of the mature capabilities operate with slide surfaces (boundaries between disjoint sections of the 
grid).  The unstructured grid is composed of arbitrarily connected 3D hexagonal elements and shell and beam structural 
elements can couple to 3D elements.  ALE 3D runs on a variety of Unix/Linux and Windows desktop computers and 
massively parallel processor supercomputers.
RADIOSS[8] is a transient explicit and implicit finite-element solver technology that simulates mechanical, 
structural, fluid and fluid-structure interaction phenomena, taking into account nonlinear material, for quasi-static and 
dynamic loading events.  RADIOSS allows simulation of complex problems, such as safety-related performance, impact 
events, stamping, forming, aero-acoustics, structural wave propagation, biomechanics, and fluid and fluid-structure 
interactions.  RADIOSS is part of the Altair® HyperWorks® CAE technology suite which provides solver solutions for 
linear, nonlinear, fluid and fluid structure interaction, structural optimization and multi-body dynamics applications, and 
visualization and process automation solutions. RADIOSS SPMD V5 runs on Linux clusters and in the Windows Server 
2003 environment. 
3Figure 1.  Experiment and simulation (CTH) of a Taylor Rod Impact, OFHC 
copper 
BENCHMARK PROBLEM SELECTION 
Literally hundreds of possible benchmarking problems are available, addressing broad ranges of physics, material 
interactions, size, and complexity pertinent to the structural dynamics application envisioned.  Most of the software evaluated
is distributed with tens, if not hundreds, of example, validation, and benchmarking problems developed over time from the 
developers’ experience.  Several relevant problems can be found in the literature as well.  Given the overwhelming variety of 
choices, a priority was to select a manageably small subset of problems to focus on, with the goal that the subset would 
address the major capabilities of the software, while representing the types of problems likely to be presented to reactor plant
designers.  A selection criteria was developed to guide the search and add consistency to the selection process.  These criteria
require that the problems be; 1) relatively uncomplicated, so that they may be coded and run in a realistic quantity of time, 2)
designed to engage a limited set of physical phenomena per problem, so that the source of any differences in results may be 
more easily identified, 3) independent of the code formulation (Eulerian/Lagrangian/Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics 
(SPH)/etc.) for broad applicability, 4) verifiable, either by closed-form solution or experimental result, and 5) unlimited in 
distribution, so that results may be compared among institutions with different computing hardware resources.  In the 
following sections, five problems are presented that together meet a majority of these criteria.  Figures of merit are discussed
for each problem to quantify the accuracy of a code, comparing tests or closed form solutions with simulation results. 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTIONS 
Taylor Anvil Test 
The Taylor anvil test was first developed by Taylor[9] as a method to determine the dynamic yield stress of 
idealized materials.  The test specimen is a right circular cylinder of the subject material, which is impacted against a 
theoretically rigid target e.g., an anvil.  Taylor derived a method to determine the dynamic yield stress from measurements of 
initial velocity, impact velocity, and undeformed specimen length.  Strain rates for this test can be as high as 103 s-1[10].  For 
the sake of brevity, the derivation is not presented here, however an excellent presentation is made by Zukas[11]. Taylor’s 1-
dimensional derivation has been modified and extended several times to include elastic strains, non-linear work hardening, 
and non-rigid targets[12].   
The practical use of the Taylor Anvil test is somewhat narrow because the stress-state is not uniform and the total-
strain at the center of the specimen is only to about 0.6[13]. The test, therefore, is used chiefly to validate constitutive models 
in numerical simulation by direct comparison of the experimental final deformed rod shape to computational predictions. The 
final deformed shape depends upon the dynamic yield stress, strain hardening, and adiabatic deformation heating, which in 
turn depend on strain and strain rate fields that vary both temporally and spatially in the specimen.  Taylor impact simulations
are also used to evaluate modeling features such as rigid and symmetric boundary conditions, plastic wave propagation, and 
large element distortion.   
A numerical model of a 
Taylor rod was developed to compare 
results among simulation codes and 
experimental measurements (Figure 
1).  The numerical codes used thus far 
were CTH, LS-DYNA 
(Lagrangian/SPH), and ABAQUS.  
The dimensions of the model of the 
Taylor rod were 2.54 cm in length 
and 0.384 cm in radius. A Johnson-
Cook material strength model[10] for 
oxygen-free high-conductivity 
(OFHC) copper was chosen for the 
numerical simulation.  The Taylor rod 
(simulation and experiment) impacted 
a rigid target at speeds of 130, 146, 
and 190 m/s.  The figures of merit 
compare the final length and diameter 
to the original length and diameter of 
the Taylor rod.  
Figure 1 shows that the 
numerical solution (CTH) over-
4predicted final diameter and length of the impact specimens.  ALEGRA, ABAQUS, and LS-DYNA results were nearly 
identical to those shown for CTH.  None of the hydro codes calculated the plastic bulge that can be seen in the middle section 
of the impact bar that can be seen in the photo and experiment measurements of Figure 1.  Future work regarding modeling 
and simulation of the Taylor impact shall include contact with a non-rigid surface, fracture material models, ALE for re-
meshing of highly distorted elements, and the remaining software codes. 
Free Air Blast 
The problem of explosive loadings on structures has long been of concern to national security and military-related 
sectors, and has new relevance in the civilian sector.  In order to predict the response of the system of interest to a blast, very 
often the blast itself must be simulated in its entirety in order to produce a load history of acceptable accuracy. 
While explosive weapons proliferate in a confounding variety of materials, combinations, and geometric 
configurations, a simple benchmark may be employed to exercise the phenomena of the high explosive burn and expansion in 
air.  A bare spherical charge of a well-characterized high-explosive is surrounded by air at standard conditions, remote from 
any solid surfaces.  The charge is initiated from its geometric center and allowed to expand into the surrounding air (Figure  
2).  The velocity, intensity, and duration of the expanding pressure wave may be calculated and compared to empirical data 
such as that shown in Figure 3.  This problem allows us to examine how a software code treats high explosive burn models; 
equations of state for explosives, explosive products, and air; material advection through the computational domain; and the 
propagation and decay of the shock wave. 
Bare spherical charges and the shocks they produce have been extensively studied both analytically and 
experimentally.  Analytical solutions for the properties of the blast wave front were first developed by Rankine and Hugoniot 
in 1870[14], with results compiled both graphically[15] and analytically[16][17][18].   
Because the air blast problem is geometrically spherical, it lends itself well to comparisons of 1-D spherical, 2-D 
cylindrical, and 3-D rectangular domain geometries.  Three-dimensional geometries may also be subdivided into a half-, 
quarter-, or eighth- (or more) subspace as a test of boundary performance.  Figures of merit for this problem include peak 
pressure as a function of distance from the charge, spatial pressure profile at a given time, and the time of arrival of the 
pressure pulse at a given location.  Valuable extensions to the problem include the addition of a ground surface to generate a 
mach stem in the pressure wave, the addition of a casing to the charge to investigate the effects of initial confinement, and 
modifications to the geometry of the charge and initiator. 
Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar 
Measurement of the dynamic stress-strain response of materials at strain rates of up to 104 s-1 is achieved through the 
use of the split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) apparatus[19].  Figure 4 shows the embodiment of a split-Hopkinson 
pressure bar.  A striker bar impacts the end of one of the long bars, which transmits the imparted stress wave through both the
sample and the bar on the other side of the sample.  Ideally, the waves traveling through the bars are elastic and the 
deformation of the sample is uniform plastic flow.  Strain gauges on each bar record the incident, reflected, and transmitted 
elastic waves.  The stress and strain can be calculated from the measurements of the transmitted and reflected waves 
respectively.  These calculations result in a true-stress true-strain dynamic flow stress curve. 
Figure 2.  Simple 2-D CTH blast simulation, 
showing shock (orange) and rarefaction (blue) 
waves in air (INL simulation) 
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Figure 3.  Traces of peak static and dynamic pressures vs. 
scaled distance (closed form solution)[17]
5As an example, the application of LS-
DYNA to this problem is presented briefly.  The 
Lagrangian formulation of LS-DYNA was used 
for this simulation.  Pressure bars were 120.7 cm 
in length and 1.22 cm in diameter. The sample 
was 0.635 cm in length and 0.914 cm in 
diameter.  The impact bar was 0.914 cm in 
diameter and 10 cm long.  The reaction mass was 
1.92 cm in diameter and 2.97 cm long. An initial 
velocity of 400 cm/s was prescribed as an initial 
condition to the impact bar in the direction of the 
adjacent pressure bar.  The pressure bars, 
sample, and reaction mass were free of constraints except for contact.  The pressure bars were 4340 steel.  The sample was 
6061 aluminum.  The Johnson-Cook[10] constitutive model was employed  for the sample, while the pressure bars were 
modeled as linear-elastic.  The figure of merit for this simulation is the uniformity of deformation in the sample and 
comparison of the incident, reflected, and transmitted wave forms to those from analogous experiments.  The simulation 
description and results are summarized in Figures 5 and 6 comparing explicit finite element calculations (friction included) 
with strain gauge voltage readings from a typical split-Hopkinson pressure bar experiment, respectively.  Figures 5 and 6 
indicate that the numerical solution is tracking physical phenomena such as elastic and plastic wave propagation and flow, 
conservation of energy and momentum, and finite element contact. 
Dynamic Splitting and Crushing of a Concrete Cylinder 
Because significant components of a nuclear reactor plant, such as the containment, are made of concrete, the 
dynamic analysis software employed must have the ability to simulate the dynamic failure of concrete as well as its elastic 
properties.  Therefore it was determined that at least one of the benchmark problems should address the response of concrete 
to impact loading.  The splitting-tensile test (also known as the Brazilian test) subjects a concrete cylinder to diametric 
compression which according to elastic theory induces a nearly uniform tensile stress field perpendicular to the line of 
loading.  There is an ASTM standard[20] for the test at quasi-static load rates, and a useful quantity of discussion in the 
literature addressing the dynamic event both experimentally and numerically. 
The dynamic response of concrete under impact or blast loads is governed by the nucleation and growth of complex 
fracture patterns through the material[21].  The scale and pattern of the cracks formed, and thus the quantity and time scale of
the energy absorbed, are functions of the loading rate and geometric scale of the body.  Strength and fracture energy have 
been demonstrated to both increase sharply at high loading rates[22][23][24].  Development of methods by which this 
complex behavior may be accurately predicted has been the subject of extensive investigation for several years.   Common 
methods include direct compression or direct tension via SHPB, and splitting tensile strength (Brazilian test) by SHPB.  
Modifications include the addition of lateral confining pressure, or the use of drop-weight devices instead of the Hopkinson 
bar[25]. 
Figure 4.  Embodiment of split-Hopkinson pressure bar 
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Figure 6.  Typical strain gauge measurements from a 
split-Hopkinson pressure bar (INL data) 
6Direct tension tests using the SHPB typically achieve strain rates from 10-1 to 101 s-1[23][25], although rates to 103
have been reported[26].  To achieve higher strain rates, the Hopkinson bar may be used in a spalling configuration, wherein 
the transmitted bar is removed, causing the incident (compressive) stress wave to reflect off the free end of the concrete 
specimen as a tensile wave.  Klepaczko and Brara[27] performed a large series of experiments investigating the relationship 
of strength and strain rate for both wet and dry concrete.  Schuler et al[23] extended that work to include the specific fracture 
energy which was shown to increase by a factor between 2 and 3 at strain rates near 10 s-1.  This approach is appealing 
because of the simplicity of both the geometry and load modeling, and the single-phenomenon material response (uniaxial 
tensile fracture). 
Direct compression tests are also employed with some success to characterize the high-rate response of concrete.  
Strain rates to 104 s-1 have been achieved in compression[24]. Tedesco et al[28] report results of numerical simulation of 
direct compression test in a SHPB apparatus.   
The splitting tension test, or Brazilian test, differs from the direct tension and compression tests in that the specimen 
is loaded diametrically in compression, rather than axially.  A schematic of the test setup is shown in Figure 7.  The quasi-
static method is described in ASTM[20].  A concrete cylinder is compressed on its diameter between two bearing strips of 
width 1/12 the diameter of the cylinder.  To generate a high-rate load, a SHPB is often employed.  Hughes et al[22] 
established that stress distribution in dynamic tests follows the classic elastic description.   
This stress field (Figure 8) produces a fracture at the center of the specimen that propagates toward the loading 
points until the cylinder is split.  Small zones of crushing failure are also observed near the supports[21].  This fracture and
crushing response is difficult to address with classical finite element methods, and most investigators develop their own 
material models, finite elements, or both.  For the purposes of this study, we will only employ elements and material models 
distributed with the software to investigate their off-the-shelf capabilities.  
Possible extensions and enhancements to this problem include incorporating a notched cavity along the axis of the 
cylindrical specimen order to produce pure mode-I failure, following Lambert and Ross[29].  As with the un-notched 
specimen, they showed fracture toughness and strength increase significantly with loading rate.  They provide enough 
experimental data to develop figures of merit for a numerical study, such as measured strength, fracture energy, and the load-
rate dependence of both. 
Rieder and Mindess[25] proposed another method for evaluating the impact response of concrete employing a 
biaxial compression device coupled with a drop-weight impact-testing machine.  The impact and support heads were shaped 
to produce line loads on the top and bottom specimen faces resulting in a splitting failure similar to that produced by the 
Brazilian test.   They report sufficient data to numerically reproduce time-histories of the impact force and confinement 
forces for a variety of pre-stress states and impact velocities.  
Concrete Penetration by a Projectile 
Concrete structures critical to a nuclear reactor plant are typically required to resist impact loads from a variety of 
potential missiles including tornado-driven projectiles, turbine blade fragments, impacting aircraft engines, and small arms.  
Since full-scale testing of projectile impacts into concrete targets for specific applications is generally cost prohibitive, 
empirical formulas extrapolated from limited test data have historically been used to estimate impact effects for each 
potential missile, concrete type, impact velocity, and impact angle combination.  Impact effects of a projectile on a plain or 
Figure 7.  2-dimensional schematic of Brazilian splitting test 
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7reinforced concrete target include concrete spalling at the impact surface, projectile penetration into the concrete, scabbing on
the rear surface, and potential projectile perforation through the concrete.  These phenomena, especially predictions of 
penetration and perforation, can now be evaluated using shock and high-strain rate physics codes calibrated using test results.
Quality test data using ogive-nosed projectiles is available from several sources.  Li and Tong[30] summarize test 
data and empirical formulas.  Forrestal et al[31] present penetration data for a 26.9 mm diameter 0.90 kg projectile impacting 
plain concrete targets with unconfined compressive strength (f’c) of 36 MPa (5 ksi) at velocities of 277 to 900 m/s.  
Perforation data is available for reinforced concrete targets with f’c of 48 MPa (7 ksi) and 140 MPa (20 ksi) using a 25.4 mm 
diameter 0.50 kg projectile[32].  Test results typically include projectile striking velocity and orientation, penetration depth or 
residual velocity if the projectile perforated the target, and standard concrete triaxial material test data.  In general, the test 
results lack the quantitative spalling or scabbing measurements necessary to compare with modeling and simulation results. 
Recent papers describing simulation techniques used to predict concrete response to projectile impact are also 
available.  Tai and Tang[33] modeled the Hanchak et al[32] tests using LS-DYNA and compared simulation predictions with 
the test data.  Tham[34] used Langrange, Euler-Langrange coupling, and SPH methods to predict penetration depth and radial 
stress versus time response of the concrete target. 
We chose to create a benchmark problem simulating tests from Forrestal et al[31] with a 0.90 kg projectile 
penetrating but not perforating a 1.22 m x 1.37 m diameter cylindrical plain concrete target.  These tests have accurately 
determined striking velocities, orientations, and concrete material data.  Eliminating rebar in the target greatly simplifies the 
model and allows for a more direct comparison of concrete penetration simulation results between codes.  The figure of merit 
for this simulation is the comparison of projectile penetration and energy conservation.  This benchmark evaluates the ability 
of the codes to predict penetration in a complex material (concrete in this case), use rate dependent material properties, and to
estimate energy dissipation during the penetration event.  This benchmark problem could be expanded to include perforation 
prediction, evaluate the degree of spalling and scabbing (volume, size, and velocity of debris), and address the influence of 
various concrete fiber additives or external fiber wrap. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A small group of solid dynamics and shock physics problems for use as a comparative benchmarking suite for 
evaluating dynamic event analysis software were presented.  These problems model physical phenomena representative of 
design challenges such as air and ground blasts, high-velocity penetrators or shaped charges, and vehicle or aircraft impacts 
for new nuclear power facilities.  Problem selection criteria were; 1) relatively uncomplicated, so that they may be coded and 
run in a realistic quantity of time, 2) designed to engage a limited set of physical phenomena per problem, 3) independent of 
the code formulation (Eulerian/Lagrangian/SPH/etc.), 4) verifiable, either by closed-form solution or experimental result, and 
5) unlimited in distribution.  Six currently available relevant software packages are being compared with respect to suitability
to the class of problem and accuracy using the figures of merit discussed in this paper.   
Results to date indicate the problems identified are suitable for numerical simulation and are well-supported by 
experimental and/or analytical characterizations.  For example, simulation results for the Taylor Rod problem with CTH, 
ALEGRA, LS-DYNA, and ABAQUS show good agreement with each other but differ in some aspects with the test data.  
Also, LS-DYNA simulation of the split-Hopkinson bar apparatus compares well with test results.   
Conclusions from comparisons of these codes as to the individual application of specific software to specific 
problems shall be presented in a follow-up publication.  Additional problems may be necessary to fill physics or material 
behavior gaps, such as high strain-rate sheet metal deformation in vehicle impacts and fluid-structure interactions. 
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